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Secretary of State for Northern Irelan 
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8,. ,1, 
TI1ank you for your letter of 18 May in which you sought access to the Reserve to meet 
the costs of the Saville Inquiry. 

2. While I fuJly understand the political sensitivities surrounding the events of Bloody
Sunday, I would have thought that, regardless of the source of funding, the Inquiry
headed by Lord Justice SaviUe will be rightly seen as fully autonomous and independent
of the Northern Ireland Office and tl1erefore not compromised by any ftmding
considerations. The public will have no idea nor any interest in the source of ftmding.
And, of course7 at the end of the day, a successful reseJVe claim is in fact funding from
Y.Ql.libudget.
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3. I am, in any case, not persuaded that the costs of the Saville Inquiry should be met

from the Reserve, rather, as in the case of other recent important inquiries funded from

the relevant· departments' existing provision, they should be rnet from within the

Northern Ireland Block. You may be aware that die costs of the Dlmblane lnquil'Y� the

Nonh Wales Child Abuse Inquiry and the BSE lnquiTY were and are being met from the

relevant departments' voted provision without a call on the Reserve.

4. I am copying this letter to the Prime Minister, Gordon Brown and to Sir Richard

Wilson.

ALISTAIR DARLING 
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